RIGHT RUDDER AVIATION ANNOUNCED AS NEW
PIPISTREL AIRCRAFT U.S. DISTRIBUTOR
News / Business aviation, Manufacturer

Pipistrel is focused on continuous improvement. Constantly innovating throughout all
aspects of our operations and shaping the future of aviation by developing and delivering
cutting edge solutions. Examples of this are evident in award-winning models, such as the
Panthera and the Velis Electro. The innovations include extensive research projects, like
the involvement in the HY4 hydrogen powered aircraft and the MAHEPA hybrid electric
Panthera. The innovation goes beyond aircraft design/production and extends to improving
our customer service network.
In order to provide next generation service and support, Pipistrel Aircraft announced new
general distributor for the United States. Diligent thought and consideration were given to
determine what enterprise would best lead Pipistrel forward in the US. After an exhaustive
search and evaluation of leading aerospace firms:
Pipistrel has selected Right Rudder Aviation as the new United Sates distributor.
Right Rudder Aviation is a leading full-service aerospace firm based in Central Florida. With over
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20 years of professional aviation experience, RRA has the experience and expertise to catapult
Pipistrel’s success in the US to new levels. Their passionate team of more than 20 flight
instructors, aircraft mechanics, sales concierges, and financial experts are dedicated to elevating
the Pipistrel experience.
Beginning immediately, customers will notice a significantly improved experience.
Have questions about buying a Pipistrel airplane? Our USA sales concierge team is ready to
answer your questions seven days a week.
Need service? Our Pipistrel maintenance facility is fully certified and equipped to inspect, repair, or
upgrade your Pipistrel.
Need training? Our FAA-Certified flight instructors provide airplane, glider, tailwheel and specialty
training seven days a week.
As the US is a large nation, new regional dealerships have been established in strategic locations
across the country. Our teams have been working diligently to ensure these new locations exceed
customer expectations. These locations are in the process of being finalized, so keep an eye out
for an updated list of all Pipistrel approved US dealers in the near future.
Right Rudder Aviation and Pipistrel share similar missions: to advance aviation and to improve
aviation safety. We are collectively excited and enthused to announce this strategic partnership
that will help achieve these goals and establish a strong foundation for the future of Pipistrel
Aircraft in the US. Together, through tireless innovation and unparalleled focus, we will shape the
future of flight for the next generations.
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